VS28C9762UK/AA
Bespoke Jet™ AI Cordless Stick Vacuum with All-in-One Clean Station®

Features
• Up to 280AW of Suction with the HexaJet™ 2.0 Motor
• Up to 100 Minutes1 of Run Time
• AI Cleaning Mode with Auto Floor Sensing
• All-in-One Clean Station®
• Active Dual Brush
• Contemporary & Premium Design
• Wi-Fi Enabled
• 5-Layer Filtration
• Digital Display
• Converts to Handheld
• Lightweight Design
• Washable Filter & Dustbin
• Telescopic Pipe

Electrical
• 120 V / 60 Hz
• 730W Motor Output

Specifications

Battery:
(1) 25.2V Lithium Ion

Battery Run Times1:
Min (100 minutes) Mid (49 minutes)
Max (16 minutes) Jet (4 minutes)

Charge Time:
5.5 Hrs

Motor Type:
280W Brushless Digital Inverter

LED Control Settings:
AI, Jet, Max, Mid, Min, Wet2

Dustbin Capacity:
0.5L – Vacuum
2.0L – Clean Station®

Noise:
86 dBA

Filtration:
Multi-Cyclonic with 5-Layer Filtration

Filter Type:
Washable Microfiber Filter

Dimensions & Weight

Vacuum
Dimensions (WxHxD): 9.8” x 44.9” x 8.9”
Weight: 6.3 lbs

Vacuum & Clean Station®
Dimensions (WxHxD): 11.8” x 45.9” x 11.8”
Weight: 25 lbs

Shipping
Dimensions (WxHxD): 13.3” x 14.9” x 36.7”
Weight: 27.8 lbs

Warranty
One (1) Year Parts and Labor
Two (2) Years Battery
Ten (10) Years Motor

Accessories
• Anti-Tangle Pet Tool
• Crevice Tool
• Combination Tool
• 7 Clean Station® Dust Bags (2-Year Supply)3

Included in Box
• Bespoke Jet AI Stick Vacuum
• All-in-One Clean Station®
• Anti-Tangle Pet Tool
• Crevice Tool
• Combination Tool
• 7 Clean Station® Dust Bags (2-Year Supply)3

1 Stated run time applies to the minimum power level with a nonmotorized tool attached. Battery runs for 100 min on Min Mode, 49 min on Mid Mode, 16 min on Max Mode and 4 Min on Jet Mode. Results may vary depending on actual usage.
2 Wet function enabled when attaching the Samsung Spinning Sweeper Accessory (sold separately).
3 Depending on usage.
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